
mp_nsfw reviews – Tupi's Happy Hoppy Hypno Halloween (River_Road) 

 

The Coddling IntROOder is a comic that i have been following for some time, its not my favorite furry 

comic but it is good, and has a verry good humor, so when i discovered that someone had made a 

story related to The Coddling IntROOder (based in the Hoppy Hypno Halloween art of kaalover), i got 

excited to read it and review it here. 

 

 

WHAT WORKS? 

 
Boing and tupi are in character in this story, they do things that i think could happen in the actual 

comic, the story is also short and fast paced and has a unexpected ending. 

 

I havent seen any typos or grammar errors (different from this review, because i am a latino guy and 

english is not my frist language), and that is a verry good thing. 

 

My favorite thing about this story is when tupi sees the HOPPY HYPNO HALLOWEEN movie and starts 

slowing becoming hypnotized, it was a verry well executed scene, and is something that i could see 

happening in the comics. 

 

 

What dont works? 

 
I dont like that his friends are portrayed as “traitors” keith and brett are not even trying to talk or 

help tupi, like you could have a little dialogue of one of them trying to say something to boing but 

boing ignoring it or misunderstanding what is said. 

 What made the reaction of his friends work in the comic and in the Hoppy Hypno Halloween art is 

the fact that all of tupis friends have different reactions to his situation, but here the story focus too 

much in the reactions of just one of tupis friends (that being kai). 

 



Also, i really think this story would be better executed as a comic or animation rather than a written 

story, a lot of scenes would be better if ilustrated (like tupi getting hypnotized). 

In Conclusion: 

 
Dont take this review the wrong way, the story is not bad, however it is weak if we compare it to the 

original comic, there is a good idea here but it could be executed in a better way, but i can stil 

reccomend it for what worked. 

 

Reccomend it 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


